Abstract. For n = 3, 4, and 5, we prove that, when S n -number fields of degree n are ordered by their absolute discriminants, the lattice shapes of the rings of integers in these fields become equidistributed in the space of lattices.
Introduction
Let K be a number field of degree n and O K its ring of integers. Then O K can be embedded in R n by (1) x → (σ 1 (x), . . . , σ r (x), τ 1 (x), . . . , τ s (x)) ∈ R r × C s ∼ = R n where σ 1 , . . . , σ r denote the r real embeddings and τ 1 , τ ′ 1 , . . . , τ s , τ ′ s the s pairs of complex embeddings of K. This endows O K with a natural positive definite quadratic form q, namely, for x ∈ O K , we define (2) q(x) := σ 1 (x) 2 + · · · + σ r (x) 2 + 2|τ 1 (x)| 2 + · · · + 2|τ s (x)| 2 .
The square of the covolume of the lattice in R n given by the image of O K (equivalently, the determinant of the Gram matrix of the quadratic form q) is given by the discriminantDisc(K)
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1 of the number field K. When K is totally real, the form q(x) coincides with the usual trace form Tr(x 2 ) on O K .
The shape of O K is defined to be the (n − 1)-ary quadratic form, up to scaling by R × , obtained by restricting q to {x ∈ Z + nO K : Tr K Q (x) = 0}, which is therefore well-defined up to the action of G m (R) × GL n−1 (Z). Alternatively, the shape of O K may be defined as the (n − 1)-ary quadratic form, up to scaling by R × , obtained by restricting the rational quadratic form q on K (as defined by (2)) to the projection of O K onto the hyperplane in K that is orthogonal to 1. Hence the shape may be viewed as an element of S n−1 := GL n−1 (Z)\ GL n−1 (R)/ GO n−1 (R)
which we call the space of shapes of lattices of rank n − 1. There is a natural measure µ on S n−1 obtained from the Haar measure on GL n−1 (R) and GO n−1 (R), and µ(S n−1 ) < ∞.
In [14] , Terr showed that when cubic fields of any given signature are ordered by absolute discriminant, then the shapes of the rings of integers in these fields become equidistributed in S 2 with respect to µ. The purpose of this paper is to prove the analogue of this statement also for quartic and quintic number fields: Theorem 1. Let n = 3, 4, or 5. When isomorphism classes of S n -number fields of degree n and any given signature are ordered by absolute discriminant, the shapes of the rings of integers in these fields become equidistributed in S n−1 with respect to µ.
More precisely, for n = 3, 4, or 5, let N (i) n (X) denote the number of isomorphism classes of n-ic fields having i pairs of complex embeddings, associated Galois group S n , and absolute discriminant less than X. Also, for a measurable subset W ⊆ S n−1 whose boundary has measure 0, let N (i) n (X, W ) denote the number of isomorphism classes of n-ic fields having i pairs of complex embeddings, associated Galois group S n , absolute discriminant less than X, and ring of integers with shape in W . Then, we prove that
The condition that the associated Galois group be S n may be dropped in Theorem 1 in the cases n = 3 and n = 5, since 100% of all cubic fields (resp. quintic fields), when ordered by discriminant, have associated Galois group S 3 (resp. S 5 ). However, the condition is needed in the case n = 4, as the Galois group S 4 does not occur with density 1 among all quartic fields when ordered by discriminant. Indeed, about 9.356% of all quartic fields have associated Galois group D 4 rather than S 4 , and the lattice shapes of the rings of integers in D 4 -quartic fields cannot be equidistributed, as is easily seen. For example, note that if K is a D 4 -quartic field, then K has a nontrivial automorphism of order 2 which means that O K does too, as does its underlying lattice. It is an interesting problem to determine the distribution of lattice shapes for n-ic number fields having a given non-generic (i.e., non-S n ) associated Galois group, even heuristically. For the simple answer in the case of C 3 -cubic number fields, and related results, see [5] . In the general case of associated Galois group S n , we naturally conjecture that Theorem 1 is true for all values of n.
Our proof of Theorem 1 is uniform for n ∈ {3, 4, 5}. It relies on the existence of parametrizations of cubic, quartic, and quintic orders by the orbits of an algebraic group on a representation as established in [11, 1, 3] , and the corresponding counting results of [8, 9, 2, 4], together with certain geometry-of-numbers and sieving arguments and volume computations. In particular, our method yields a considerably simpler proof of Terr's result (which is the case n = 3).
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe in a uniform manner the above parametrizations of cubic, quartic, and quintic orders from [11, 1, 3] . In Section 3, we show how certain geometry-of-numbers considerations, in conjunction with the counting results of [8, 9, 2, 4], yield expressions for the number of orders of bounded discriminant having lattice shape in a given subset W of lattice shapes. The corresponding results for orders satisfying any finite set of local conditions at finitely many primes are then discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, this is used, via a sieve, to derive analogous expressions for the number of maximal orders of bounded discriminant having lattice shape in a given subset W of lattice shapes. These expressions are given in terms of volumes of certain regions in Euclidean space. The ratios of these volumes are then computed in Section 6, yielding Theorem 1.
Preliminaries
The key algebraic ingredient in proving Theorem 1 for cubic, quartic, and quintic fields is the parametrizations of cubic, quartic, and quintic orders in [11, 1, 3] . Let us fix the degree n ∈ {3, 4, 5} of number fields we are considering, and for any ring T , let V T denote (a) the space Sym 3 T 2 (⊗T ) of binary cubic forms over T , if n = 3; (b) the space Sym 2 T 3 ⊗ T 2 of pairs of ternary quadratic forms over T , if n = 4; and (c) the space T 4 ⊗ ∧ 2 T 5 of quadruples of alternating quinary 2-forms over T , if n = 5.
For n = 3, 4, or 5, we set r = r(n) = 2, 3, or 6, respectively. Then the group G T = GL n−1 (T ) × GL r−1 (T ) acts naturally on V T . The ring of polynomial invariants for the action of G Z on V Z is generated by one element, called the discriminant, which has degree d = 4, 12, or 40 for n = 3, 4, or 5, respectively (see [12] ). (Note that d also gives the rank of the free T -module V T .) We say that an element of V T is nondegenerate if its discriminant is nonzero. We then have the following theorem parametrizing rings of rank n, which follows from [11, §15] Theorem 2. The nondegenerate elements of V Z are in canonical bijection with isomorphism classes of pairs ((R, α), (S, β)), where R is a nondegenerate ring of rank n and S is a rank r resolvent ring of R, and α and β are Z-bases for R/Z and S/Z, respectively. In this bijection, the discriminant of an element of V Z is equal to the discriminant of the corresponding ring R of rank n. Moreover, under this bijection, the action of G Z on V Z results in a corresponding natural action of G Z = GL n−1 (Z) × GL r−1 (Z) on (α, β). Finally, every isomorphism class of maximal ring R of rank n arises in this bijection, and the elements of V Z yielding R consists of exactly one G Z -orbit.
A ring of rank n is any ring that is free of rank n as a Z-module. We say that a ring of rank n is nondegenerate if it has nonzero discriminant. Rings of rank 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 are called quadratic, cubic, quartic, quintic, and sextic rings, respectively. A resolvent ring of a cubic, quartic, or quintic ring is a quadratic, cubic, or sextic ring, respectively, satisfying certain conditions and whose precise definition will not be needed here (see [1, 3] for details).
We say that an element x ∈ V Z is irreducible if in the corresponding pair (R, S), the ring R is isomorphic to an order in an S n -field of degree n. In the next section, we will be interested in counting irreducible elements in V Z , up to G Z -equivalence, having bounded discriminant.
We note that Theorem 2 also holds with any field K in place of Z, with the same proofs as in [1, 3] (see also [15] for earlier results of this type). We will require here the analogue of Theorem 2 over R:
Theorem 3. There is a canonical bijection between the nondegenerate elements of V R and isomorphism classes of pairs ((R, α), (S, β)), where R is a nondegenerate ring of rank n over R and S is the (unique) rank r resolvent ring of R over R, and α and β are R-bases for R/R and S/R, respectively. Moreover, under this bijection, the action of G R on V R results in the corresponding natural action of G R = GL n−1 (R) × GL r−1 (R) on (α, β).
Theorems 2 and 3 are compatible with each other under the inclusion V Z ⊂ V R : if the ring associated to v ∈ V Z via Theorem 2 is R, then the ring associated to v under Theorem 3 is R ⊗ R. Explicitly, the multiplication tables of the algebras R and S with respect to the bases α and β, for a vector v ∈ V , are given by the same integer polynomial formulas in the coordinates of v in the case of either Theorem 2 or 3, namely, by [11, §15 (1) and (2)] when n = 3, by [1, (14) , (21) Now a nondegenerate ring R of rank n over R must be a product of field extensions of R; thus R ∼ = R r × C s for some r, s with r + 2s = n. Hence there are two nondegenerate orbits of G R on V R when n = 3, three such orbits of G R on V R when n = 4, and three such orbits of G R on V R when n = 5, corresponding to the rings over R given by
respectively. An explicit computation with these eight nondegenerate orbits arising in Theorem 3, or an elementary group theory argument, then shows that the corresponding quadratic, cubic, and sextic resolvent rings of the rings in (4) are given by
respectively. Since a nondegenerate element of v ∈ V R determines a nondegenerate ring R ∼ = R r × C s for some r, s with r + 2s = n (together with an R-basis α of R/R), we obtain a positive definite quadratic form q v , defined by (2), on the trace zero R-subspace of R; here σ 1 , . . . , σ r and τ 1 , τ
′ s denote as before the ring homomorphisms from R to R and the complex conjugate pairs of ring homomorphisms from R to C, respectively. The unique lift of the basis α to a basis of the trace zero subspace of R makes q v an (n − 1)-ary quadratic form. By the last sentence of Theorem 3, this map v → q v from nondegenerate elements of V R to nondegenerate (n − 1)-ary quadratic forms over R is equivariant with respect to the action of GL n−1 (R) (and thus also equivariant with respect to the action of the subgroup GL n−1 (Z)).
Finally, suppose v ∈ V Z ⊂ V R corresponds via Theorem 2 to the ring of integers O K of a number field K, together with a Z-basis α of O K /Z. Then by the compatibility of Theorems 2 and 3, we see that the (n − 1)-ary quadratic form q v defined in the previous paragraph is the same (up to a factor of n) as the quadratic form on the trace zero part of Z + nO K defined in the introduction (with respect to the unique lift of the basis nα to a basis of the trace zero part of Z + nO K ). Therefore, if v ∈ V Z corresponds via Theorem 2 to the ring of integers O K in a number field K, then the quadratic form q v -as defined above for all vectors in V R using Theorem 3-gives the shape of O K .
Counting
For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ⌊n/2⌋}, let V (i) R denote the subset of V R such that in the corresponding pair (R, S), the ring R ⊗ R of rank n over R is isomorphic to R n−2i × C i . Then
R , . . . , V (⌊n/2⌋) R are the nondegenerate orbits of G R on V R .
The representation of G R = GL n−1 (R) × GL r−1 (R) on V R is not faithful-indeed, the kernel is infinite. The action of G R on V R factors through that of
r−1 (R) (where G m acts by scalar multiplication), via
here for a matrix group G, we use G ±1 to denote the subgroup of G consisting of those elements having determinant ±1. The orbits of G R on V R are the same as the orbits of G ′ R on V R , and the orbits of G Z on V Z are the same as the orbits of For
R be any fixed vector whose associated shape q(v (i) ) in S n−1 is 1 . . .
1
. To obtain such a v (i) , choose any w (i) ∈ V (i) R ; its shape is some positive definite (n − 1)-ary quadratic form q(w (i) ). Since GL n−1 (R) acts transitively on shapes in S n−1 , there exists γ ∈ GL n−1 (R) such that γ · q(w (i) ) = 1 . . .
where we view GL n−1 (R) = GL n−1 (R) × {1} ⊂ G R ; then q(v (i) ) = q(γ · w (i) ) = γ · q(w (i) ) = 1 . . . Z such that |Disc(x)| < X. For any nice subset W ⊂ S n−1 , let N(S; X, W ) denote the number of G Z -orbits of irreducible elements x ∈ V Z such that |Disc(x)| < X and the shape q(x) of x is in W.
Let R X := {x ∈ F v (i) : |Disc(x)| < X}, and R X,W := {x ∈ F v (i) : |Disc(x)| < X and q(x) ∈ W }, and let Vol(R X ) (respectively Vol(R X,W )) denote the Euclidean volume of R X (respectively R X,W ) as a multiset. 
In fact, the number of lattice points in R X is ≫ Vol(R X ) as X → ∞, but when only counting the irreducible lattice points, the number of such irreducible points is ∼ Vol(R X ) as X → ∞. This is an important point and crucial to our proof of Theorem 1.
We use Theorem 4 in order to prove the following refinement:
Proof. We will require the following lemma.
Lemma 6.
If H is any bounded measurable set in V R , then the number of irreducible lattice points in zH is Vol(zH) + o(z d ) as z → ∞ (i.e., reducible lattice points become negligible as z goes to infinity).
Proof. Without the irreducibility conditions, this statement is just the theory of Riemann integration, though it can also be deduced via Davenport's Lemma [7] , which improves the
Thus to obtain the lemma, it remains to show that the reducible lattice points have density 0 among all lattice points in zH as z → ∞. To show this, we may use the fact that, if a lattice point in V Z is reducible, then it must satisfy various congruence conditions; it then suffices to show that the density of points satisfying all these congruence conditions is 0. This follows in the case n = 5 from [4, §2.4]; the cases n = 3 and n = 4 can be handled in the identical manner (using the fact that S 3 is generated by any 2-cycle and 3-cycle, and S 4 is generated by any 3-cycle and 4-cycle). A more quantitative version of the density 0 statement for n ∈ {3, 4} can be deduced from Let W ′ be a bounded measurable subset of W with boundary of measure zero such that
, the number of irreducible lattice points in R X,W ′ , is equal to 1
Since this is true for any ǫ, we conclude that
Let W = S n−1 − W. Running the same argument above with W in place of W , we have
Adding (6) and (7) , we obtain
However, by Theorem 4, we have equality in (8), and therefore must also have equality in (6) and (7). This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
In order to prove equidistribution, we require the following result whose proof we defer to §6.
Theorem 7.
For n ∈ {3, 4, 5}, we have
Granting this theorem for the moment, we then obtain
Z , up to G Z -equivalence, are ordered by discriminant, the shapes of these elements are equidistributed in S n−1 with respect to µ.
Congruence Conditions
Let S be any subset of V Z defined by finitely many congruence conditions modulo prime powers. Then in [10, 2, 4] , the following congruence version of Theorem 4 is proven:
Theorem 8. For n ∈ {3, 4, 5}, we have
where µ p (S) denotes the p-adic density of S in V Z .
We also have the following congruence version of Lemma 6, whose proof is identical:
Lemma 9. If H is any bounded measurable subset of V R , then the number of irreducible
Running the same argument in §3 with S instead of V Z (noticing that S is the disjoint union of finitely many translates of lattices), we obtain Theorem 10. For n ∈ {3, 4, 5}, we have
Again, using Theorem 7 we then obtain the following corollary about equidistribution.
Maximality
Let U denote the subset of elements of V Z corresponding to (R, S) where R is a maximal ring of rank n, and U p the subset of elements in V Z where R is maximal at p. Then U = ∩ p U p and is defined by infinitely many congruences modulo prime powers ( [10, §2] 
Let Y be any positive integer. Then ∩ p<Y U p is defined by finitely many congruence conditions. So, by Theorem 10, we have
Letting Y tend to infinity, we obtain N(
To obtain the reverse inequality, we note
Letting Y tend to infinity, we obtain
Together with Theorem 7, this implies Theorem 1.
Computation of volumes: Proof of Theorem 7
In this section, we prove Theorem 7, namely, that
To calculate the volumes occurring in (10), we note that since v (i) has shape 1 . . .
1
, the shape of gv (i) for g ∈ G R is simply the image of g in
Similarly, the shape of
R is simply the image of g in
where again for any matrix group G we use G ±1 to denote the subgroup of G consisting of those elements having determinant ±1. We use the following proposition, which immediately follows from [ 
(We always use dg to denote a fixed Haar measure.) In the above proposition, set f (v) to be in turn χ R 1,W (v)|Disc(v)| and χ R 1 (v)|Disc(v)|, where χ R 1,W and χ R 1 denote the characteristic functions of R 1,W and R 1 , respectively. Then, (11) Vol(R 1,W ) Vol(R 1 ) =
Since R 1 lies in a fundamental domain for the action of G 
where we use G ′′ T to denote simply GL Since the g ∈ GL
±1
n−1 (Z)\ GL ±1 n−1 (R)/ GO ±1 n−1 (R) such that g · v (i) has shape in W are exactly those that are in W , we obtain Theorem 7.
